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1. Introduction. The problem of obtaining representations of con-

tinuous linear transformations has been of interest for quite some

time. (For an extensive bibliography of such theorems to 1958 see

[l].) This note is for the purpose of giving one more such representa-

tion.

The general setting for the problem is as follows. Suppose X and

F are linear normed spaces, C is the set of continuous functions from

the interval [0, 1 ] into X and B is the space B [X, Y] of bounded

linear transformations from X into Y. Given a "suitable" norm on the

collection C and perhaps some further restrictions on X and Y, find a

representation for all (or even some subset of) the continuous linear

transformations from C into F. If X=Y=the (real or complex)

numbers and ||/|| =max |/(t)|. we know already the classical result

given in 1909 by F. Riesz [5] giving a representation in terms of a

Stieltjes integral.

A fundamental paper on the Stieltjes integral for vector valued

functions was written by M. Gowurin [2] in 1936. In that paper he

defines an w-property for an operator valued function K as follows:

Suppose for each tE [0, 1], K(t)EB, then the statement that K has

the w-property on [0, 1 ] means that there exists an M> 0 such that

for each subdivision 0 = to<h ■ ■ ■ <tn = l and each set {x¿}"=o of

points in X, || X)?=o [K(ti+i) -K(ti)]x%\\ ^M-max«) ||*<||. If K(t) is
real and X is the real number system, then this is equivalent to

bounded variation. Gowurin showed that if F is complete, then in

order that JldK(t) -f(t) should exist for all fEC it is necessary and

sufficient that K satisfy the co-property and furthermore that this

defined a continuous linear transformation from  C to   Y if ||/||c

= max||/(0||x.

Professor T. H. Hildebrandt (private communication), has raised

the question as to whether the converse is true. The main purpose of

this paper is to answer his question in the negative and then answer

the question, "What are the transformations from C into F?" That
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the answer is "no" follows from the following example. Let X be the

real number system and F be C. If one computes the integral for the

identity map of C into C it is found that K does not have its values in

B except at t = 0 and t — 1. It does satisfy the co-property. In general,

the co-property is necessary as we shall see, but the values of K must

be in a "weak extension" of the space B.

2. Weak sequential extensions of B and Y. We shall not require

completeness of either X or Y.

Suppose {pn} is a sequence of points in a linear normed space 5

which converges weakly but not necessarily to a point in 5, i.e., if

s*ES*, then s*ipn) converges to some number. We may consider

pnES** and write pnis*) converges. Call its limit Pis*). Clearly P

is linear and from the uniform limitedness theorem the sequence

{pn} is bounded and ||P(s*)|| =lim.^ \\pn(s*)\\ ú\\s*\\ sup \\pn\\ so

that P is bounded and |[p|| ¿sup ||p„||.

Definition.

Mil = \\P\U" =   SUP IIWll -   sup
Mai M si

lim s*ipn)

This defines a norm on the space 5+ of equivalence classes of weakly

convergent sequences in 5 and furthermore if pn converges weakly to

pES, then || {pn}\\ =\\p\\s- The following inclusions hold isometrically

and isomorphically: 5Ç5+ and 5+Ç5** where 5 and S+ denote the

completions of 5 and 5+ respectively.

Consider now an element wEB+. We want to show that w repre-

sents a bounded linear transformation w from X to F+. Suppose

{bi} EwEB+,y*E Y* and consider y*ibi-x) for xEX and notice that

y*ibi)EX* and ||y*(t\)|| ¿||y*|| ||fri||. Now consider x as fixed and

y*i-)xEB*, indeed, |y*(6)*| g||y*|| -||&(*)|| è\\y*\\ \\b\\ \\x\\ so that
||y*(-)x|| <||y*|| ||x||, hence we see that y*(t>,-)x converges. Write

biix) =XiE Fand we then have that {x¿} converges weakly in Fand

hence {x¿} belongs to an element w(x)£F+ and that wix) may be

considered an element of F**. Therefore w may be considered a linear

map from X to F+. We shall now show that it is bounded. Suppose

||x|U = l.

||w(x)||y+=   sup   | limy*(6,-)x|  ^  sup   | limcV(if) | = ||w||B+.
Mái !»*||Si

Therefore ||7Z>||B[x,y+] = ||w||B+-

3. Extension of a linear transformation. Suppose that each of 5

and F is a linear normed space and F is a continuous linear trans-
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formation from S to F. It is not difficult to see that T has a norm

preserving extension, T** to be exact, which maps S+ into F+.

Denote by CR the space of real-valued continuous functions on

[0, 1 ] with the uniform norm and suppose T is a continuous linear

transformation from C to Y. For /£ CR and xEX, T(f(t) -x) induces

a continuous linear transformation 3 from CR to B such that 3(/) -x

= T(f-x) and ||3|| <||7]| (see [7] for details) and 3 has a norm pre-

serving extension which maps (CR)+ into B+.

F. Riesz showed that (CR)+ contains the step functions as elements

by considering monotonie limits of uniformly bounded sequences of

continuous functions and the linear extension of this set (see [6] for

details). Thus if fy ■ ■ • , /„ are characteristic functions of intervals

and Xy ■ • • , xH are points in X, then 3(/i)-Xi + • ■ • +3(fn)-x„

= T[fi-xi+ ■ ■ • +fn-xn] where we make no notational distinction

now between the original T, 3 and their extensions.

4. A representation for T. Denote by G„b(t) the unit step function

on [a, b) and define K(t) = 3(G0i(s)) if 0 <t < 1, K(0) = 3(0) and K(l)
= 3(1). If 0=/o< • • • <tn = l is a subdivision of [0, l] and Xo, Xy

• • • , xn-i are points in X we have that

£ [K(li+i) - K(li)]Xi =    E3(Gi4i«+i(i))-*<
¿=o

[n-l -1 II

Z)Gtiti+l(s)-Xi        ^\\t\\ maxll^ll
t-o J \\y+

and hence K has the Gowurin w-property and JF¿i£^||r|| where

W\K denotes the gib of the numbers M in the definition of the w-

property.

Suppose fEC, then / is the uniform limit of step functions <pn(t)

-'¿Eo Gi,n,u+i)/n(t)-f(ïi) where i/n£h£(i+l)/n and T(<bn(t))

= Zrr01 3(G,/».(í+i>/¡.(0)-/(&) -Sto [K((i+l)/n)-K(i/n)]•/(£,).
It is our claim that T(<pn) converges to T(f) in the norm of F+. To

this end we shall approximate the functions <pn by continuous func-

tions 6n,m such that T(dn,m)—^T((bn) as jw—>a>, the convergence being

in the sense of Y+ and then show that ||r(0„,m) — 7\f)||r converges

to zero as n—> °o, the rate of convergence being independent of m

and then use this to establish our claim.

Denote by {dn¡m}mi2n a sequence of continuous functions converg-

ing to <pn(t) and such that for each m, ||0„,m|| =||0n|| =max ||/(£,)||. In

particular 0„,m(t) = /(£0) il 0 Ú t ^ i/n - i/m, dn,m(t) = X/(fc)

+ U-A)/&-i) if l/n-1/m^túi/n with O^X^l, 0„.m(i) =/(£„-0 if
(n-l)/n£t^l and finally dn,m(t) =/(?<) if i/n^t^(i+l)/n-l/m.
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We now consider ||ö„,m—/||c = max ||o„,m(í)—/(i)||x where this maxi-

mum value must occur in one of the four cases in the definition of

on,j». A routine examination shows that in each case the norm is

dominated by 2cr(2/w) where <r(2/ra) denotes the maximum oscillation

of / on an interval of length 2/n. Since / is continuous this number

converges to zero and hence we have that F(0„,m) converges in norm

to T(J) and hence weakly to T(J) as n increases without bound. If

one considers the triangular array {ön,OT}mi2n, w = l, 2, • • -, with n

denoting the row number, we have that F of the nth row is an ele-

ment of Ti<f>n). Furthermore, on every "path" which runs through all

the rows in some monotonie fashion, we obtain uniform convergence

to/, that is {d„omi} converges uniformly to/as Wj—^co .

Now consider T(f), which is a point in F, as a point in F+, that

is as an equivalence class. We want to show that the sequence F(</>„) of

equivalence classes converges to the equivalence class F(/) in the

norm of F+. From the method of construction, {F(ön,m) }mi2n is an

element of the equivalence class F(</>„) and will be used as a repre-

sentative element of that class. For a representative element of the

equivalence class T(J) we shall use the sequence {F(/m)} where

fm =/ for each m. With all this in mind we have

\Ti<bn) - Tif)\\Y+=   sup lim y*[r(0„,m -/„)]

g sup||r||-||0„,m —/m||c = sup 11 y 11
(m) (m)

■/lie

â ||r||-2a(2/n)

and hence F(<£>„) converges to T(J) in the F+ norm. It should be ob-

served that the particular mode of subdivision is unimportant so

long as the mesh fineness converges to zero. Hence we may write

T(J) =JodK-f where the convergence of the integral is in the F+norm.

We may now even say that

'\k = \\T\\ for \\Tif)\\y = ||r(/)||y+ = Il fdK-fWo

= lim E [*((*+l)/n)-tf(i/n)]-/(fc)
¿=o

=g supWjff-maxll/CfOU ^ Wte-Il/Hc

and hence ||r|| iS IFjiC. This together with the reverse case given

earlier establishes the equality.

We may now state our main result in the form of a theorem.
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Theorem 1. If T is a bounded linear transformation from C into Y,

then there exists a function K on [0, 1] such that K(t)EB+, hence in

B[X, Y+] for each t, K has the Gorwurin w-property with W\K = ||jT||

and for each f in C, T(f) = fldK-f where the integral converges in the Y+

norm.

The integral considered above is of the Gowurin type [2] and if

one considers the elements of the approximating sums as elements of

F** which is complete the usual properties hold. See [2] and [4]. If,

however, one asks for more precise information as to where say

fldK-f might be when 0<f<l, difficulties arise. In the example

given in the introduction, these values are in F+ and not in Y.

Let us consider the following situation. We have given a function

K having the w-property with its values in B+. Such a K will deter-

mine a T, continuous and linear from C into F+. Question: Under

what further conditions does such a K determine a T from C into F?

This question has been answered by the writer and Lynn C. Kurtz

[3 ] for the case in which X and Y are complete.

5. Concerning the uniqueness of the function K.

Lemma. If K(t)EB[X, Y+] for each tE[0, i]
property in the sense that || ^„ {K(ti+i) —K(ti) }x,

for each subdivision a of [0, 1], then for each FEB*[X, Y+]FK is of

bounded variation on [0, l] and VIFK^\\f\\ -WlK.

and K has the w-

y+^ IF-max   x;||x

Proof.

£ | FK(ti+i) - FK(ti) |   = Z | F{K(ti+i) - K(U)}

- T,*iF{K(ti+i) - K(ti)} =   FT, *i{K(ti+i) - K(U)}
i=0

Û \\F z2*i{K(tm) - K(ti)}
1=0

- \\F\ sup
14 Si

- \F\   «up
114 = 1

BIX,Y+]

n-l |

¿Zei{K(ti+i) - K(ti)}x\
i=0

n-l

£ {K(ti+i) - K(li)}xi
1=0

Ú \\F\\WoK.

Suppose each of Kx and K2 has the w-property of the lemma and

generate the same TEB[C, Y], then K = Ki — K2 will generate the

zero transformation. There is no loss in assuming K(0) =0. We know
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that for each FEB*[X, Y+], JlQdiFKit))fit) = F JldKit) -fit) for each
fECR. Since JldKit) -git) = 0 for each gEC, we have that JldKit)
•fit) • x = 0 for each fE CR and each xEX, hence JldKit) -fit) = 0 and
therefore /¿d(FX(i)) •/(<) =0 for each fECR. Furthermore, iC(0) =0

implies FKiO)=0 and therefore /¿¿(FX(i))-1 =0 implies FX(1)=0

for each F so that K(l) = 0. Now consider /r(i) =t if O^t^rjrit) =t

if t g2 ^ 1 where 0 gr g 1. For these functions we have 0 =/Jd(FX(i))

./T(;) = -JlFKit)dfrit) = -Jr0FKit)dt which implies that FX(f)=0
a.e. The fact that Fi£ is of bounded variation shows that the exep-

tional set £(F) must be countable and the values of FK on this set

are absolutely convergent.

We shall now show that if K = Ki—K2 where Ki and K2 generate

TiEB[C, Y] and T2EB[C, Y] respectively, then the above condi-

tions are sufficient to show that K generates the zero transformation.

Suppose KiO) =Kil) =0 and, for each FEB*[X, Y+], FK = 0 except

on a countable set £(F) and its values there are absolutely conver-

gent, then FK is of bounded variation and JlFKit)dfit) = 0 for each

fECR. An integration by parts shows that F JldKit) -fit) =0 for each

fECR and each FEB*[X, Y+]. We now have that JldKit) -fit) =0
for each fECR. The fact that K = Ki—K2 has the co-property implies

that F(x) = JldKit) -x(i) exists for each xEC and that ||F|| ^WlüK.
Now consider

Xnit)   =   ÍL(n\'il  - ty-'-x(—\

which converges uniformly to x(i). Since T is continuous, F(x„) con-

verges to F(x) but

Tix») = E ( * ) [ / ldKit) ■ t'il - O»"'] • x (£) = 0

and hence F(x) =0 for each xEC.

We may now summarize the results in the form of a theorem.

Theorem 2. In order that two functions Ki and K2 should generate

the same continuous linear transformation TEB [C, Y] it is necesssary

and sufficient  that
(i) each of Ki and K2 generate such a T and

(ii) there exists a point dEB+[X, Y] such that

KiiO)-K2iO)=Kiil)-K2il)=d   and   for   each   FEB*[X,    Y+],
F[Kiit) — K2it)] = Fid) except possibly over a countable set £(F) of

points and that for the points eEEiF), Eb(f) I F[Kiie)—K2ie)]\ con-

verges.
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In a certain sense, this theorem is not all that one might hope to

have. It would be a far more interesting result if in (i) the word each

could be replaced by the word one. This could be done if one could

prove the converse of the lemma. Thus far, the best result along these

lines that the author has obtained is as follows.

Theorem 3. If for each tE[0, 1], K(t)EB[X, Y+] and K is such
that for each FEB*[X, F+], FK is of bounded variation on [0, l],

then there exists a number IF>0 such that for each partition a: 0 = t0

íkhú • • • 5s¿n = l and each sequence {r,}, i = 0, • • • , n — 1 of real

numbers, || TH-l {-^(/¿+i) —K(t,) }r,\\ g W max | r¿|.

Proof. For each FEB*[X, Y+] and each fECR, P0d(FK(t))-f(t)
exists. Since Ff\dK(t) -f(t) =f\d(FK(t)) -f(t) we have that J\dK(t) -f(t)
exists in B+[X, Y+] for each fE CR. Denote by Xi the real numbers

and by Fi the space

B+[(X, F+)-,

then B [Xy Yi] = Yx and the space G of continuous functions from

[0, l] into Xi is CR. Furthermore, since B [X, Y+] is a subset of

Yi = B[Xy Yi]wehaveK(t)EB[Xy Yi] for each tE [0, l]. Fus com-

plete and JldK(t) -f(t) exists for each/ in Cy the convergence being

in the norm of Yy Gowurin's result then establishes the theorem.

Professor Hildebrandt (private communication) has obtained a

similar result by other methods.

It would also be of some interest to know just how much (ii) implies

about the function K = Ki — K2. For example, one might be tempted

to think that FK(t)=0 a.e. for each FEB*[X, Y+] implies that

K(t) =0 a.e. This is not true.

The following example is due to a referee.

Let X = R and F=Co, the space of all real-valued functions/ on

the interval [0, l] such that for each e>0, the set of all 5 such that

|/(s)| >e is finite, the space Y having the sup norm. For tE [0, l],

let K(t) be an operator from R to Co defined by (K(t)r)(s) =r if t = s,

and 0 if t^s, where rER', t, sE [0, 1]. It is easily shown that K has

the w-property and K(t) 5¿0 for each t. Furthermore, B [X, Y]*= F*

where y*E Y* is determined by y*(f) = Ei=o f(sùy*(K(si)) where s,-

are the points at which / is not zero. The sum being independent of

order. It is then seen that y*(K(t)) ¿¿0 for at most a countable set of

points t.

6. Weak convergence of operators. We next turn our attention to

the question of weak convergence of a sequence { Tn}. By weak con-
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vergence we mean that for each gEC and each y*E Y*, y*Tng con-

verges, i.e., {Tng} is a representative of some element in F+. We

assume that Kn(0) =0 for each n. This can always be attained, hence

there is no loss. A slight refinement of the Riesz argument [5] for the

real case gives the following theorem.

Theorem 4. Suppose X is complete, then for a sequence { Tn} of ele-

ments of B[C, Y] where T„g=JldKnit) • git) and Kn(0)=0, the follow-
ing two statements are equivalent :

(i)   { Fn} converges weakly.

(ii) There exists a number M>0 such that \\ Tn\\ ̂  M for each Tn and

iJ y*EY*, and xEX, then y*Knil)-x converges as n—><» and, for

0<t<1, y*JT0Kn(t)dt ■ x converges as n—»«>.

Proof. For the necessity we notice that y*Tn(l-x)=y*[Kn(l)-x

— Kn(0) -x] =y*Kn(l) -x hence y*Kn(l)-x converges. With fT as in

the proof of Theorem 2, we have y*F„(/T-x) = y*JldKn-fT-x

= —y*JoKn(t) ■ dt ■ x converges. That || Fn|| are uniformly bounded fol-

lows at once from the fact that C is complete if X is complete and

making use of the uniform boundedness principle.

The sufficiency follows then from the fact that the functions

E?-o/tj(0-#¿ are dense in C and the property is sufficient for such

functions.
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